Personal reflections on September 11: A year later

By C. Paul Robinson

It is said that we can never know how momentsous the times are until afterward when we pause and look back on them.

Undoubtedly the past year was as momentous as any of us ever want to experience. One year later, the tragedies of September 11 still loom large. Although the sites have been cleared, the memories never will be. Nor will the bereaved ever be the same.

We have had the first taste of victory since that awful day as US soldiers in Afghanistan, with some support from close allies and the Afghans themselves (especially the Northern Alliance), have now routed the Taliban from power. We similarly have killed or captured a great many of the Al Qaeda terrorists. Yet a large and unknown number are still out there. The fate of their leader, Osama bin Laden, is also still unknown to us.

President George Bush, in a joint session of Congress, pronounced to world leaders that “you are either with us or you are with the terrorists.” That simple maxim is still operating in a powerful way around the world, and enough time has now passed that I believe we know the choices that have been made. Quite surprising, but nonetheless important, we learned that the first leader to call the

Labs’ 9/11 anniversary observances planned

A variety of “low-key, respectful” observances are planned for Sandia on Wednesday, Sept. 11, says Rochelle Lari (3053) of the Labs’ Diversity Leadership Program.

Although the exact agenda of events and commemoratives is not yet set, Rochelle reports that plans call for a 9/11-related exhibit in the lobby of Bldg. 802, a videotaped message from Sandia President Paul Robinson that will air during the day on TV monitors throughout the site (also see Paul’s written comments to employees starting on this page), and a web-based “memorial wall” — a place where individuals can share and read stories, thoughts, poems, etc. Special NBC programming will also air on all Sandia video monitors throughout the day that will include live coverage of anniversary observances from New York, the Pentagon, and Shanksville, Pa.

Labs employees also will be encouraged to observe some “moments of silence”: 8:45 a.m. (all EDT) in respect for American Airlines Flight 11; 9:03 a.m. in respect for United Airlines Flight 175; 9:43 a.m. in respect for American Airlines Flight 11; and 10:10 a.m. in respect for United Airlines Flight 93, which Kirtland Air Force Base plans to observe.

Rochelle, who emphasizes that her group is working on several other activities, points out that Sandia’s activities and remembrances are “in keeping with the principles” suggested by many employees through the web-based employee-comment program “Your Thoughts, Please” (www.im.sandia.gov/newscenter/news-frames.html). That internal web page currently features comments of employees who responded to the question, “If you were put in charge of a Sept. 11, 2002, Sandia National Laboratories program to commemorate the first anniversary of the Attack on America a year earlier, what would you do?”

There will also be day-long city-sponsored activities at Civic Plaza that begin at 7 a.m., move to Sacred Heart Plaza at 5 p.m., and end at 9:30 p.m.
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What we learned from 9/11 about responding to emergencies . . . and a few things you should know that could save your life

By John German

Last year every Sandian played some role in responding to Sept. 11, 2001, the day the Labs shut down to protect employees from possible further terrorist attacks.

Fortunately, other than dealing with serious disruptions to our operations, most of us did not suffer directly. There were no attacks on Labs facilities, no deaths, no injuries.

Still, the unique situation served as the most massive and urgent multisite event Labs’ Emergency Management (EM) personnel ever participated in.

“Our motto is ‘Prepare for the Unplanned — Plan for the Unexpected,’” says Bruce Berry (3115), Sandia emergency planner. “The events of Sept. 11 were certainly unexpected and unplanned.”

And, as all emergencies do, Sandia’s response on 9/11 revealed vulnerabilities and potential improvements that had never been considered, says Bruce.

“What the terrorists did was horrific,” says Bruce, who responded on 9/11 first as a member of Sandia’s emergency response team and later reported to the Pentagon as a member of the New Mexico Urban Search & Rescue Task Force.

“But we have learned from it, both as a nation and as a laboratory,” he says. “We should take everything we can from it to prevent something like it from happening again.”

Improvements since 9/11

During the last year the EM team has incorporated into its procedures some of the latest technologies in emergency response, as well as some important lessons learned from 9/11, says Michael Knazovich, Manager of Emergency Management Dept. 3115.

Vulnerability assessments of Labs sites have been conducted with an eye toward terrorist attacks and their potential consequences. Hazard assessments of Labs buildings have been updated to address a broad spectrum of possible events, including low-probability/high-consequence events.

Sandia’s atmospheric dispersion (toxic or radioactive “plume”) modeling capabilities have been upgraded so the EM team can get faster and more accurate estimates about where a cloud of hazardous materials might be heading.

New chemical and biological detection and

(Continued on page 4)
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10 CAMU team begins treatment of soils from Sandia’s Chemical Waste Landfill
**Sandia's vacation donation plan comes to aid of Joy and Mariah**

Mariah Martinez just celebrated her sixth birthday, first day of school, and a good doctor’s report all on the same day. Sandian Joy Martinez (3113), her mother, is back at work with a big smile on her face. Mariah’s stomach cancer is in remission.

Sandian vacation donation plan and the generosity of Sandians (Lab News, March 8) made it possible for Joy to stay with her daughter for 10 months during her medical crisis.

“It was a comfort and a blessing to know that so many people cared; and no words can express my appreciation and gratitude. I hope that somewhere and sometime in my lifetime I can help someone the way I was helped in my time of need,” says Joy. “Thank you all, again.”

Mariah once again takes her picture without a hat. She now weighs 34 pounds, up from a low of 27, and is a happier energizer bunny. — Iris Abotes

**Explora seeks help developing exhibits**

The Explora Science Center & Children’s Museum of Albuquerque is seeking another person to help develop exhibits department and they thought a retired or soon-to-be retired Sandian who loves to tinker would be a good choice.

This word comes from Sandian Len Duda (2542), who has long been a member of Explora’s board and recently served as Explora’s interim director. But maybe he was just kidding. Go to http://www.DriversLicenseSearch.net and try it for yourself.

**Retired deaths**

Ronald J. Amaral (age 58) ..........................May 13
Joan R. Gillon (81) ..................................May 15
William W. Parker (853) .........................May 23
Shirley M. Meloche (79) ............................May 25
Anna B. Pearce (90) ..................................May 25
Rita L. Hodgen (90) ..................................May 29
Willis E. Johnston (88) .............................May 31
Carle C. Hunt (88) ....................................June 1
Hazel L. Boyden (96) ...............................June 2
Catherine L. Filfield (84) ...........................June 8
Walter A. Adams (84) ................................June 8
R. W. Henderson (87) ...............................June 10
Donny N. Cone (88) .................................June 15
William E. Melecan (97) ...........................June 21
Bernardo Gallegos (79) .............................June 24
Jack D. Cyrus (72) ....................................June 24
Willie F. Lucero (69) ...............................June 25
Herbert E. Brown (97) .............................June 27
Lloyd B. Jolly (91) ....................................June 29
Laurie D. Krebs (87) ...............................June 30
Joseph F. Genoni (83) .............................July 1
Bernard J. Dunne (72) .............................July 13
Eugene A. Koening (68) ............................July 13
Ivan Gillbet (86) ..........................July 17
Richard M. Jefferson (89) .........................July 18
Wright Van Deussen (72) ..........................July 20
Joe S. Gallegos (72) .................................July 21
Michael Zapach, Jr. (71) ...........................July 22
William Drodick (60) ..............................July 22
V. L. Messersmith (82) .............................July 26
Mary L. Hauer (87) .................................July 30

**Sandia LabNews**

The Sandia Lab News is distributed in-house to all Sandia employees and is available to contractors and mailed to all Sandia retirees.

**Retirees:** (only): To notify of changes in address, contact Carol Wade, Benefits Dept., 3341, at 505-845-9705, e-mail cawade@sandia.gov, or Mail Stop 1021, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185-1021.

Others: To receive the Lab News or to change the address (except retirees), contact Michelle Fleming, Media Relations and Communications Dept., 12640, at telephone: 505-844-4902, e-mail mfelem@sandia.gov, or Mail Stop 0165, SNL, Albuquerque, NM 87185-0165.

**Employees:** To change the number of copies of the Lab News your Mail Stop is receiving, please call Horacio Anaya, Mail Services Tech., 20264, at telephone: 505-844-9877, Ext. 5150, Explora (California contact the Mail Room at 294-2427). Web Users: The Lab News is on the Web at www.sandia.gov/LabNews/.

**Boating skills course begins Sept. 17**

A nine-lesson boating skills and seamanship course, given by the Albuquerque flotilla of the Coast Guard Auxiliary, begins Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. and will continue on each Tuesday evening for nine weeks. There is a nominal charge for the text and workbooks, but the instruction is free. Classroom space may be limited. Preregistration is necessary.

Call Ben at 298-0116 for additional details and preregistration.

**What’s What**

Last issue’s call for practical jokes moved a few readers to write back, including Herb Case (2521), who passed along one a teacher friend pulled. One late October, she brought a waxed paper-covered tray of golden tawny spheres impaled on sticks into the staff room at her school. Late October... caramel apples, right? No. Carmel onions.

At least Herb wrote, it was “unlikely to cause... undue humiliation.” Maybe, if you weren’t headed out on that first, long-anticipated date.

And Ron Jones (6523) wrote that he got what he thought was an e-mail message from a fellow Sandian that claimed to offer a way to search for driver license information. Following the instructions to find his or someone else’s license, and clicking on a web link, Ron pulled up a driver license with a picture of a monkey on it and a derisively incredulous “You didn’t really think you could get someone’s driver’s license over the internet, did you?”

But maybe he was just kidding. Go to http://www.DriversLicenseSearch.net and try it for yourself.

---

Well, there was a little mileage in the dowser story, but it’s come to the end of the road.

Retiree John Quentin Kirkland defined it – literally: “From a crossword puzzle: rhabdomancy (rāb’də-mān’sē) noun Divination by means of a wand or rod, especially for discovering underground water or ores. [Late Greek rhabdombanta: Greek rhabdos, rod + Greek -manteia, -mancy].”

(Hmmm... so that’s what retirees do!)

Dick Thomas (6515) wrote that while “a lot of people believe in dowising and there is a lot of anecdotal evidence for dowising... the powers of dowising always seem to wither under objective scientific scrutiny. In controlled tests, even experienced dowisers have not been able to find things with any better odds than chance.”

Ditto from Dale Murray (3848), who noted: “On several occasions during my career at Sandia we have had dowisers come forward presenting their implements as technology that could be used to detect things of interest to security agencies (like explosives or drugs).... Throughout all of my investigations and actual testing I have found that no dowiser has ever passed a formal randomized double blind evaluation. In short, there is no evidence that dowising works and there is a mountain of evidence that it does not.”

And Rick Russ (9117) wrote that while the What’s What blurt about dowising for utility lines near Medical was “a nice testimonial to the efficacy of dowising,” he would like to have seen “a line or two about Dowising for utility lines near Medical was a nice testimonial to the efficacy of Dowising,” he would like to have seen “a line or two about Sandi’s monetary challenge and the various experiments debunking the subject. Even in a column aimed at amusing people, it would be good not to push pseudoscience.”

The final nail in the coffin was Lab News Editor Kenrazier’s response to Rick: “I have to agree.”

And that’s that for dowising in What’s What. — Howard Kercheval (844-7842, MS 0165, hckerch@sandia.gov)
Preparedness for a chem/bio terrorist attack has been an area of active research at Sandia since well before 9/11.

“The trends in terrorism toward large-scale, high-visibility, high-casualty attacks have been recognized for at least five years,” says systems analyst Susanna Gordon (8112).

She has helped lead a five-year program, PROTECT (Program for Response Options and Technology Enhancements for Chemical/Biological Terrorism), that focuses on safeguarding enclosed public facilities such as subway stations and airport terminals. PROTECT aims to demonstrate near-term improvements in response plans, and mid-term improvements using existing or state-of-the-art technology.

PROTECT, a collaboration between Sandia, Argonne National Laboratory, and participating transit authorities, began in 1998, three years after the deadly sarin attack in the Tokyo subway. The chemical-agent release by members of the Aum Shinrikyo cult left 12 dead and 5,300 injured, even though the dispersal through 15 stations was deemed ineffectual, Susanna says.

Due to that precedent and the desire of the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority to work with the labs on this issue, PROTECT initially focused on a possible chemical agent release in a subway.

“We wanted to try to understand how an agent would spread, model it, and then see if reasonable measures could be taken to minimize casualties,” says Duane Lindner, deputy director of Advanced Technologies Dept. 8101. “We’re discovering there are some things you can start to do today that won’t take a lot of money, but will help.”

Theatrical smoke and tracer gases have been used to track airflow through transit facilities, such as the Washington Metro. An integrated, prototype chemical early-warning system has been installed in a Metro station (Lab News, July 28, 2000), where for nearly two years Greg Foltz (8112) has been leading the evaluation of a sensor array for its ability to operate properly in a subway station environment under real-world conditions of rail dust and grime. The sensors have proven capable of fulfills the need, and a new generation of sensors is being designed for future installations based on the data gathered in this field test.

In the event of a sensor alarm, sensor readings will be analyzed by Argonne-developed software, the Chem/Bio Emergency Management Information System (CB-EMIS), which is designed to map the concentration and direction of a plume. Video images supplement the readings, to confirm whether an attack is taking place. This information, along with recommended response options, is sent first to the Operations Control Center for initial evaluation of the alarm. The control center also receives information with recommendations of “safe zones” and advice to shelter in place or evacuate. If an incident is declared, CB-EMIS provides the same information to the Incident Commander on the scene so emergency personnel will know what they may encounter, and if they should suit up in protective gear before entering.

In addition, Sandia is providing a second software package to the Metro to allow access-controlled, web-based monitoring of the sensor system on a routine basis by Metro maintenance staff and police. This tool displays alarms as well as maintenance faults, and so could be modified to facilitate the rapid deployment of similar sensor systems in other facilities even in the absence of more sophisticated information systems such as CB-EMIS, which may take more time to modify for each facility.

“Nine-eleven really drove home the point for us that a lot of these things are in the operational details,” says 8100 Center Director John Vitko.

Since minimizing exposure is key, Susanna adds, “Time really is of the essence. We have found in our analyses that facility response in the first few minutes after an attack is critical.”

Emergency response to a chemical incident in the Metro was tested in a field demonstration in December 2001 when the station was closed for the night. A fictitious perpetrator spilled water (simulating an agent) in the station, dashed out and collapsed as a train carrying event “players” pulled up. The plume was modeled by Argonne, and the response of the detectors was simulated by Greg Foltz.

“We are, in part, supposed to determine if the commercial equipment is ready,” Greg said. “The technology is here and will clearly improve. We’ll be able to integrate next-generation devices as they become available into the operational response system.”

The team also plans to implement Sandia’s gas-phase μChemLab for chemical agent detection in the demonstration program, he says. Two subway systems and an airport authority are now involved in the program.

The airport environment, Greg says, should be more conducive to testing biological detectors, which are being added as the program evolves to include defense against biological agents.

One of the concerns, Susanna points out, is that neither threat — chemical nor biological — would necessarily be immediately apparent (unlike fires or earthquakes). It is well known by the public that a biological attack would likely go unnoticed; however, it is less well recognized that some chemical agents can be similarly insidious. For instance, mustard, a chemical weapon of World War I, can be odorless and cause no symptoms for several hours even after exposure to a lethal dose. Detectors that are sensitive to such agents add great value by informing a facility of a threat that may otherwise not be noticed. Detection of faster-acting agents is also quite valuable, because hastening facility response can have an enormous benefit.
NNSA’s new head Linton Brooks introduces himself, outlines mission, value of national labs

Linton Brooks may have the title of “acting” Administrator of the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), but he says he “is not going to act like that.”

“I don’t expect to defer things or waiting for the permanent replacement,” he said in recent remarks introducing himself to NNSA employees. “I’m what we’ve got and I plan to act as though I was going to be here forever.”

Brooks, who has been involved in national security issues for 43 years, became acting head of NNSA in July after Gen. John Gordon, NNSA’s first administrator, accepted a presidential appointment to join the National Security Council (NSC) as deputy assistant to the president. Since last October Brooks had been NNSA’s Deputy Administrator for Nuclear Non-proliferation.

Sandia President Paul Robinson and Brooks have known each other for much of their careers, and Paul speaks highly of him, calling Brooks “the right man in the right place.” Like Paul, Brooks has an ambassador title; Brooks is because he negotiated the START I and START II treaties.

He says he has been in Washington since 1979.

Brooks said: “I’ve served on the Navy staff, OSD [Office of Secretary of Defense], State, ACDA [Arms Control and Disarmament Agency], and NSC. Most jobs had strategy, policy, arms control, or nuclear in their titles.” He was assistant director of ACDA at the end of the first Bush administration before he became president of the Center for Naval Analyses during the Clinton years.

“What I’ve done in the past is part of who I am,” he said, “I don’t have any preconceptions about certain issues, outside of nuclear nonproliferation, but I’ve been leading people and running organizations most of my life.” He says he’s formed “some pretty strong opinions about how to do things with people and issues.” Some examples:

“I value candor, and I don’t shoot messengers. . . . People who bring you bad news are not your enemies.”

On chain of command: “Direction comes via the formal chain of command,” he said, “But information can flow in many directions.”

He says adamently that “I don’t think it violates the chain of command” to ask information from outside of nuclear nonproliferation, “I send information out widely rather than down through a hierarchy, or to gather people from different levels to brainstorm.

On candor: “I value candor, and I don’t shoot messengers . . . People who bring you bad news are not your enemies.” He also strongly emphasized the importance of staying focused on what’s important and urged his colleagues to value the “special relationship” between the national labs and the government (see box at right). Other comments:

Collegiality and good ideas: “I’ve learned the value of collegiality and sharing information. . . . Spending the eight years before I came here in an organization full of creative PhDs has made me really value new ideas. Most good ideas come from non-managers, and I want to make sure we tap into those ideas. Public service and bureaucracy: “I am appalled that the people who were called public servants in my youth are now called bureaucrats. I think it is unfortunate and wrong when politicians campaign against ‘Washington’ as though the career government official was some kind of alien life form.”

Years in the bureaucracy have convinced me that Dilbert really is a documentary but we can all live with it. We have to work to make things better, but bureaucracy is always going to be frustrating. I’ll try not to let it get to me, and I hope you’ll do the same.”

“There is one more important thing about me, which I suspect most of you share,” Brooks concluded. “I want to make a different contribution, to really make a contribution to America’s security. . . . Everybody gets the chance to make a difference. We do. Not everybody gets the chance to make the country and the world safer. We do. Not everybody gets the chance to work with exciting technology and to adapt that technology to an important mission. We do.”

“I’m proud to be part of this organization, thrilled at the opportunities before us, and eager to get started.”

Reflections on 9/11

(Continued from page 1)

President and commit his nation to stand with the US was Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian Federation. Our two nations have taken steps of which we can all be proud. But, unfortunately, our work is far from over.

Within Sandia, we have done much to support the Afghanistan war, as well as to begin the task of building better protections for our citizens here at home. Our work has included both highly classified projects, as well as some that have been revealed to the public. These contributions have been truly significant. I decided not to try and list them here, because I cannot yet talk about many of the most important accomplishments. For those of you who trust my word, please know that Sandia has been leaving a legacy of achievements of which we can all be proud. But, unfortunately, our work is far from over.

One consequence of the September 11 events has been the larger number of government agencies that have sought out Sandia’s assistance. This gave testament that we might well have realized our “highest goal” — adopted well before September 11 — to become the lab that the nation turns to first for solutions to the problems that threaten peace and freedom for our nation and the world. Indeed, in a larger sense the aftermath of 9/11 has helped us to realize our vision of becoming “true national laboratories” — supporting every part of the US government that needs the help that our technologies can provide. We have suggested that this is the way our government should operate for the future, and we have championed this view in the impending formation of a new Department of Homeland Security.

We did prove to ourselves, once again, that for research and development to pay the biggest dividends in solving important problems, we must do the work in advance of the need. Our past efforts in strategic planning have never seemed more valuable than now, but the challenge is even greater to be ready to provide relevant technologies for the future. We won that trap.

Often when I am in Washington, D.C., I get my exercise by walking the Mall between the Capitol building and the Lincoln Memorial. Just above the Lincoln Memorial and across from the Vietnam War Memorial is the Korean War Memorial. At you see the oversized statues of soldiers laboring under the weight of their packs and armaments, they converge on a small wall on which are etched the words “Freedom is not free.” This has always been true and will forever be so. The significant difference for all of us since September 11 is that today and every day ahead has now become our day to contribute.

On-Site Laboratory Newsletter
If to you an emergency means remaining calm, exiting the building, and waiting outside for instructions, you’d better read this.

In the event of a building evacuation, communications are obsolete, old fashioned, a thing of the past. Although exiting a building and convening at a nearby area is an effective way of responding to some situations, such as fires, the range of emergencies that might beset a lab such as Sandia National Laboratories is too diverse a set of options, says Steve Heaphy (3115).

If a cloud of toxic fumes, say from a hazmat accident, begins to roll over a Sandia building, radio alarms, cell phones, or bomb threat procedure cards may not be sufficient. A small fraction of those have the immediate potential to harm people, although a few more could become serious if Sandians do not take the proper actions.

By far the best way to prevent injuries and tragedies at Sandia is to know and remain aware of hazards in their surroundings and report anything unusual or dangerous, says Incident Commander Bill Wolf (3115). “People should be concerned and think about it, report it all.”

“Small problems turn into big problems,” he says. “If you have to think about whether it’s an emergency, please report it, and don’t hesitate to call 911.”

The non-emergency hot line (311) is available if you need to report or request assistance for such problems as parking lots accidents without injuries, dead car batteries, unusual odors, dead animals, or to request 911 stickers for your phone. The latter can be delivered by appointment.

“By far we would much rather have you call 911 and not be an emergency than have you not call 911 at all,” he says. “If in doubt, just call.”

Lessons learned

(Continued from page 1)

More and better communications

One major improvement has been in communications. During the Sept. 11 shutdown, for instance, Sandia’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) communicated via voicemail, Sandia Radio Line (845-6789, an emergency call-in line), Radio Sandia (1640 AM), and a hastily set up “Sandia Under Heightened Security” web site in an effort to reach people at home.

Lessons learned about coordination and communica-
tions following Sept. 11 have become a permanent part of Sandia’s emergency preparedness procedures.

“One thing we are trying to be better informed people during emergencies and incidents,” says Bill Wolf (3115), one of Sandia’s Incident Commanders. “Some- times good information is hard to come by, but the more people know, the safer they are and the less inconvenient the emergency is to them.”

Obviously the most important messages during an emergency are those intended to protect people by informing them of safety actions they should take, he says.

To that end, the EM team has accelerated its effort to verify that all buildings have the proper Sandia Protective Action Notification (SPAN) equipment — a network of pagers and tone-alert radios that notify members of a building’s evacuation team of protective actions requested by the EOC.

Training and practice in using the SPAN equip- ment, as well as in emergency procedures, is being provided to members of each evacuation team, says Steve Heaphy (3115), Incident Commander and SPAN project coordinator. Each team includes a team captain and alternate and evacuation team members and alternates. To find out if your build- ing has an evacuation team or for a list of team captains and alternates in your building, call 844-3031 or 844-6515.

Currently almost 100 evacuation teams have been identified and either are trained or soon will be trained. That’s about 60 percent of the total that need to be trained. Steve is work- ing with upper management to identify buildings and areas that need teams and the procedures you need their help in filling evacuation team positions.

“Together with better communications and trained local responders, we can more effectively get people informed and coordinated in the min- utes after an event,” he says.

If you were one of the more than 7,000 New Mexico Sandians sent home on the morning of Tuesday, Sept. 11, 2001, you might recall sitting in traffic, waiting to leave.

If you tried to exit through the Eubank Gate, you were told waiting for quite some time. The base unexpectedly closed the Eubank Gate for security reasons at precisely the same time Sandia asked people in a few divisions to leave for the day. Gridlock ensued.

If there had been a terrorist attack on Kirt- land Air Force Base that morning, a lot of people might not have been caught in the wrong place at the wrong time, says Bruce Berry (3115).

Lack of coordination between Sandia and the base was a critical in that situation, and steps have been taken by both organizations to make sure it doesn’t happen again.

A less-discussed culprit, however, was a lack of training among employees.

As soon as a message went out intended to phase the departure of Sandia employees over a four-hour period, staggered by division, nearly everyone grabbed their belongings and skedaddled, says Bruce. It took almost four hours to untangle the mess.

Instead of an orderly departure with a thou- sand people leaving the base relatively smoothly every half hour — and most people reasonably well protected inside their buildings as they waited for their departure time — thousands of people were exposed for hours sitting in their cars, unable to go forward or backward, and with- out commands from emergency manage- ment professionals. Not good.

In an emergency situation, it is doubly important that people heed instructions of emergency responders, says Bruce. The instruc- tions are designed by professionals to protect the greatest number of people. Decisions are based on experiences by other organizations in real emergency situations, he says.

“This is probably the number-one lesson we can learn from Sept. 11,” he says. “Please, for your own protection, stay tuned, be patient, and follow instructions. Acting in your own best interest is not always the same as getting out first.”

Get your official pocket guide to emergency preparedness

Bruce Berry (3115) has updated a Pocket Guide to Emergency Preparedness first pub- lished at Sandia in 1997.

Fifteen thousand copies of the guide are being printed, and one copy will be available to each Sandia employee and contractor through Center offices during the next few weeks. Watch the Sandia Daily News for an announcement about its availability.

The compact guide succinctly details preparations, actions, and cutions for a va- riety of emergency situations, both at work and at home. Situations range from lightning and snow storms to hazmat accidents and terrorist attacks.

“It is not all-inclusive,” says Bruce, “but it could come in handy for bite-sized prepa- rations and as a general guide during an emergency.”
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New miniaturized lipid biosensor has promise of rapidly detecting biological agents

By Chris Burroughs

Ultrathin double layer of fatlike molecules at heart of dime-size sensor

Scientists have studied lipids, fatlike molecules, for many years and have a good understanding of their characteristics. What is new is integrating them into a rugged biosensor that can detect biological agents.

By Darren Branch

Some lipid biosensors were provided by Hongyou Fan and Darren Dunphy in Jeff Brinker’s (1846) material science group. Another method, developed by Darren Branch (1744), uses a hybrid bilayer in which the layer next to the metal electrode is actually not a lipid but an organic silane that attaches to the metal, but still supports the upper lipid monolayer.

The biosensor has the promise of rapidly detecting a variety of biological agents, including viruses, anthrax, and other bacteria. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Collaborators

Collaborators working with Bob Hughes (1744) on the lipid bilayer-based biosensor are Steve Casalnuovo (1744), Susan Brozik (1744), Darren Branch (1744), Darryl Sasaki (1141), Jeff Brinker (1846), Jeb Fleming (1744) and students Dhaval Doshi, Bridget Ray, Darren Dunphy (1846), and Hongyou Fan (1846).

By Chris Burroughs

Ultrathin double layers of self-assembled fat molecules — resembling and acting much like soap bubbles — are at the heart of a new, dime-size biosensor being developed at Sandia by a team of researchers led by Bob Hughes (1744).

The biosensor has the promise of rapidly detecting a variety of biological agents, including viruses, anthrax, and other bacteria, in the field, with the same sensitivity and specificity as standard laboratory procedures.

“This biosensor is part of Sandia’s biostategy, driven in one context by our role in defending against the bioterror on the battlefield or at home,” says Sandia VP 1000 Al Romig. “One aspect of this defense is prompt and accurate detection of the threat. Our biosensor work, such as what Bob and his team are doing, is directed at such detection. Again, our unique contribution is the application of microsystems, materials science, and information technology to solving a problem in biotechnology with national security relevance.”

To this end Bob is adapting electrical impedance detection technology, which he has used for chemical sensors such as the chemiresistor, to biological sensing. Developing biosensors is a natural growth of Sandia’s chemiresistor program — coupling the exquisite sensitivity and selectivity of biological systems to the simple measurement of change in electrical resistance. Sensors with electrical detection, like chemiresistors, are integrated with other electronic components in a microsystem and typically operate at very low power.

The chemiresistor has a base of wirelike electrodes on a specially designed microfabricated circuit. In past experiments Bob focused on volatile organic compounds (VOCs), depositing thin polymer films that detect specific VOCs by absorption. When the VOC molecules appear, the polymer absorbs them, causing the polymer to swell. The swelling changes the electrical resistance that is measured and recorded, providing information to determine VOC type and concentration present.

Similarly, Bob’s new sensor, the lipid chip, has a base of wirelike electronics. However, instead of using polymers as the sensing materials, the new sensor uses organic lipid bilayers — self-assembled double layers of lipid molecules.

Sandia Biotech

DARREN BRANCH conducts an experiment with the lipid bilayer biosensor that has the promise of rapidly detecting a variety of biological agents, including viruses, anthrax, and other bacteria. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Bob says, “We had to come up with a way to make them rugged enough to last through experiments and for use in the field.”

Bob and his fellow researchers attacked the robustness dilemma by several methods. One uses a thin film of sol-gel to act as a scaffold for the bilayers. The other is a way of making the lipid bilayers be placed on top of the electrodes. Templated sol-gel films are very thin (less than one micron), but very durable — much like glass, but formed from a jellylike mass of water, alcohol, and metal oxides. The films used in the lipid bilayer sensor were provided by Hongyou Fan and Darren Dunphy in Jeff Brinker’s (1846) material science group.

Another method, developed by Darren Branch (1744), uses a hybrid bilayer in which the layer next to the metal electrode is actually not a lipid but an organic silane that attaches to the metal, but still supports the upper lipid monolayer.

The ion conduction property of these bilayers is key to the sensor. In the presence of the biological agent the ion channels can change the electrical impedance of the bilayer by allowing the conduction of ions through the bilayer. In this way the type and concentration of the agent can be identified by a measurement of electrical resistance.

Another challenge was to create “channels” — pores formed by proteins in the lipid bilayers that could open and close repeatedly in response to the presence of a specific biological agent. The interaction of the agent with the ion channels in the lipid bilayers is key to the sensor. In the presence of the biological agent the ion channels can change the electrical impedance of the bilayer by allowing the conduction of ions through the bilayer. In this way the type and concentration of the agent can be identified by a measurement of electrical resistance.

The ion conduction property of these channels, when inserted in lipid bilayers, closely mimics their activity in living cells.

The basic structure of the cell wall is a lipid bilayer, although there are many other complex structures also found in the cell wall. Gated ion channel proteins in the cell walls are often involved in exquisitely sensitive chemical detection (often a single molecule can cause the opening or closing of an ion channel).

The study of membrane-bound proteins is an active area of research including protein structure and function in bilayer assemblies and the potential applications in biotechnology, medicine, and biosensing. Sandia is actively involved in this area of research in the Interfacial Bioscience (IBIG) Grand Challenge (Lab News, July 12).

The challenge facing biosensor developers is how to trigger the proteins to recognize when to “open” or “close” their ion channels. Bob uses anthrax to explain. The ion channels don’t work at all if they are not bathed in the relatively fluid lipid bilayer, so it is not possible to use them as sensors in a rugged polymer matrix like the chemiresistors for VOCs.

Use of antibodies

The solution will ultimately be to attach antibodies or other molecular recognition molecules to capture the desired molecules on the ion channels. Bob uses anthrax to explain.

“If, for example, you want to know if anthrax is present, you would attach anthrax antibodies to the ion channel protein in the bilayer,” Bob says. “When an anthrax spore comes along, it would attach to the anthrax antibodies connected to the ion channel protein. The protein would change the bilayer’s electrical properties in response to the binding.”

Bob says the research team has come a long way in the short time it’s been working on the lipid bilayer sensor.

“We’ve accomplished many of our goals,” Bob says. “We’ve been able to build rugged lipid bilayers that last as long as three weeks. We’ve figured out how to introduce ion channels into the lipid bilayers. We’ve proven you can make ion channels selective to certain ions in the solution. Now we have to attach antibodies to the ion channels to show how we can detect different biological agents. The antibody work may be our most difficult yet.”

Collaborators working with Bob Hughes (1744) on the lipid bilayer-based biosensor are Steve Casalnuovo (1744), Susan Brozik (1744), Darren Branch (1744), Darryl Sasaki (1141), Jeff Brinker (1846), Jeb Fleming (1744) and students Dhaval Doshi, Bridget Ray, Darren Dunphy (1846), and Hongyou Fan (1846).

Acoustic wave and photonic sensor platforms

The lipid bilayer is one of several electronic platforms Sandia researchers are working on in developing biosensors. One other is the acoustic wave sensor, a research effort led by Susan Brozik (1744).

Instead of using lipid bilayers, the acoustic wave sensor uses a thin bioselective material coated on a piezoelectric substrate. Acoustic waves are generated in the piezoelectric substrate when it is excited electrically. When microorganisms bind to the sensors, the waves slow down, which is measured by sensor microelectronics. This information is then used to determine the type and concentration of the microorganism present.

It is anticipated that acoustic wave sensors will be able to detect the same type of biological agents as the lipid bilayer platform.

The photonic-based biosensor, a program led by Darryl Sasaki (1141), also depends on proteins bound in lipid bilayers (Lab News, May 3).
Invest massively in basic science to solve global energy challenge, Nobel laureate argues

Richard Smalley uses Truman lecture to make case for expanded energy R&D

By Bill Murphy

Nobel laureate Richard Smalley used the occasion of his Truman Distinguished Lecture at the Steve Schiff Auditorium last week to conduct an experiment: he used the audience of almost 400 Sandia scientists and engineers as a sounding board for a new idea he has recently developed that he thinks could breathe new life into America’s investment in basic science.

He told his listeners he hoped they’d let him know if there is any “lifeforce” in his idea, one he described with some passion over the next 45 minutes.

As with all experiments, Smalley began by spelling out the nature of the problem: A lot of people in the audience, he said, were originally turned on to science in the heady days of the early space race. American students, he said, were flocking to the sciences.

“US funding for science — for basic science — peaked in the 1963-65 period; by 1969 we were on a downward slope. And we’ve largely been on a downward slope ever since, both in the amount of investment [in basic science] as a percentage of GNP and as a percentage of our American boys and girls who choose to pursue careers in science.”

Smalley, a distinguished professor of chemistry and physics at Rice University in Houston, said “it’s been a struggle” over the past 15 years or so to interest American students in the sciences. “Often,” he said, “the best students [in physics and chemistry classes] aren’t even the science majors.”

Today’s generation, he said, needs a challenge — one that can be addressed via science and technology — that resonates with the same sense of mission and romance that the space race offered for students of his generation.

And that challenge, he suggested, is energy.

To make his case, he asked the audience for its help: “Give me the top 10 challenges humanity faces over the next few decades.”

With ideas coming from every corner of the room, Smalley wrote out and displayed the suggestions on a Powerpoint slide. The list included such issues as energy, food, health, water, population, disease, climate change, wealth distribution, biowarfare, and pathogens.

With the list completed, Smalley asserted that almost every problem posed by the audience could be traced back ultimately to an energy solution.

“If you solve the energy problem,” he said, “you’ll find that you’ve answered many — perhaps most — of the remaining problems on this list. . . . This line of thinking leads me to conclude that energy is the single most important challenge facing humanity today.”

“I’m talking about the need for revolutionary new advances, not just a little bit more wind power or an incremental increase in the efficiency of current solar technology.”

Sandia and Los Alamos sign agreement on new nanoscience center

Following the Truman lecture by Nobel laureate Richard Smalley, Sandia Labs Director C. Paul Robinson and Los Alamos National Laboratory Director John Browne signed a Memorandum of Understanding to create a new nanoscience center (CINT).

Browne recounted that when he first came to Sandia and was getting up to speed on many of the Labs’ avenues of research, one of the things a number of people were interested in was called “atoms-up engineering.”

“I thought that was a cute phrase,” he said, “but it sure seemed fanciful to me when I first heard it.” Now, with the advent of CINT, he said, nanotechnology at the national laboratories is coming into its own.

CINT is a new DOE Office of Science-funded national user facility with operations both at Sandia and Los Alamos that enables university, industry, and government researchers to explore the rapidly emerging field of nanotechnology.

Paul said CINT’s greatest strength is the collaboration between Sandia and Los Alamos.

“We and Los Alamos partner better than anyone else,” he said.

CINT, Paul said, should be considered as a strategic investment tool for the nation. For perspective, he noted that “the Japanese this year are spending $600 million on nanotechnology, and what’s more important, they’re on their way to $2 billion . . . and 30,000 researchers. With all of the enormous economic implications of this technology, that is certainly something for us to watch very carefully.”

Browne said CINT is a perfect match for the core mission of both Sandia and Los Alamos. The core mission (“well large,” as Browne put it) is to use science and technology to develop solutions to nation’s problems.

“CINT will bring together the best of both of our labs in very complementary ways,” he said. “It puts us on the map in nanotechnology and nanoscience, and that will help the labs attract the next generation of top-flight researchers.”
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Lore — accumulated facts, traditions, or beliefs about a particular subject — fills the hallways, test labs, and research sites of Sandia. Sandia lore is repeated in the nation’s capital and in newsgathering centers. Much of it addresses Sandia’s technical know-how: “Without Sandia there wouldn’t have been a Project Galileo to Jupiter.” “Sandia/California was the first place where scientists really tried to understand the phenomenon of combustion.” “When the nation needs to unravel a scientific mystery — like what caused the tragic explosion aboard the USS Iowa in 1989 — it turns to Sandia.”

But — oops! — some Sandia lore conjures up negative images, and the Facilities organization — in its various incarnations — has long been a target. There’s Facilities folklore like: “It always takes seven years to get a building at Sandia.” “Facilities charges $5,000 to hang a whiteboard in a conference room.” “Facilities would rather tell the customer what they’re planning than listen to the customer’s needs.” “Facilities doesn’t plan.”

Stan Harrison (10820) freely, although not proudly, admits he’s heard many of these comments about the Facilities Management and Operations Center.

“We know there’s a lot remaining to do, but we also know we’ve made progress that eventually will create a new folklore about Sandia facilities,” he adds.

And word from many Sandians who rely on this diverse group — just one of the Labs’ many Integrated Enabling Services — seems to verify that upsurge in Facilities’ reputation and performance stock (see “I could write a novel” at lower right).

Bldg. 751 setting the tone

“Design, development, and construction of Bldg. 751,” says Sid Gutierrez (5700) “is an outstanding example of how things should be. This is a project that ought to impress anyone familiar with construction.”

After some frustrating delays, DOE approved Bldg. 751 early this year. Located just inside the northern section of Tech Area 1 between Bldgs. 862 and 864, it’s a key facility for the Labs’ growing intelligence and satellite work. Construction started in April. Occupancy will occur in October when it will become home for about 80 members of Centers 5700, 5900, and 6500.

“That’s a construction-to-occupancy period some four to six months shorter than what had come to be the previous Sandia benchmark for this sort of building,” says Ed Trooley (10853).

Bldg. 751 represents a new approach to the long-established General Plant Project effort, which Sandia President Paul Robinson touted in his State of the Labs commentary this year (see Lab News, Feb. 22, page 6). This emerging brand of construction has been christened the Institutional General Plant Project (IGPP) effort, and it features several major improvements.

The IGPP concept began crystallizing, Ed explains, back in 1999 “when Sandia started seeing space consolidation simultaneously with growing employee numbers and complicated by a lack of funding for capital projects. Luckily, we had already recognized the need for a more innovative way to fund space and we’d been working with folks like Frank Figueroa (VP 10000) and the leadership group of DOE’s Office of Kirkland Site Operations [then called KAO].

“Simply put, that approach, which comes with some specific, but reasonable strings attached, is the new ability to build a capital project using indirect dollars,” Ed says.

A new-school, incentive-based contracting arrangement with Summit Construction and its architect-engineering firm subcontractor (SMPC Architects) helped keep total project time for Bldg. 751 to a minimum.

Effectively cutting steps

It actually is the second IGPP facility. “Bldg. 750, just outside Tech Area 1 and near the Personnel Building, came first,” says Rico Ortiz (10824). “It also was constructed by Summit, with which we’d struck a multiproject deal based on its good performance. That means we didn’t have to go out to bid for Bldg. 751 — a real time saver.”

“Also we used a ‘design-build’ approach rather than the more traditional ‘design, bid, build.’ The result: Summit could begin digging foundations before a complete set of drawings existed,” Rico explains.

“Actually the Sandia Facilities operation has been piloting this IGPP concept for DOE,” Ed adds. “The real success story here is that this new facility funding concept, pioneered by a joint team from the Facilities, Controller, and Procurement organizations, has been approved by DOE for extension to the rest of the complex.”

The notion of Facilities developing long-term relationships with vendors a la IGPP also is being applied to the much smaller Customer Service Request (CSR) effort, headed up by Israel Martinez (10825).

The CSR program, developed by Israel’s team, began just over a year ago to handle about a thousand yearly activities at an average cost of $500 to $1,000. “These are, in a way, the handyman-type jobs,” he says. “Moving anthropods and large bookcases, relocating furniture and other things for customers to reapplication, painting soon-to-be-occupied offices, hanging whiteboards.”

The CSR team has instituted a number of practices designed to keep costs down and customers happy. “First, we’re developing long-term relationships with contractors who will get to know the Lab well and who will interact directly with customers,” Israel explains. “For example, the assigned contractor is to call the customer within 24 hours of receiving an order to arrange a convenient work schedule.”

Directly addressing customer complaints

“And we’ve figured out how to get costs billed to customers in a timely manner — a matter of days versus a couple months.” This directly addresses a core complaint leveled against Facilities of not keeping customers informed about what they’ve spent. Finally, there’s now a straightforward, user-friendly “Facilities Express” web page (www-ir.sandia.gov/facilities/proj EXPRESS/listofservices.html) where CSRs can be initiated. “And on that page,” Israel stresses, “we print our costs, like $115 for a white board installation.” (See “Customer-friendly web sites that do business” at left.)

With all of these process-streamlining approaches, Stan Harrison says, Facilities has passed along a reduced overhead rate for CSRs, which is down from 15 percent to 5 percent.

In another branch of the Labs’ Facilities organization, people like Jim Kadlec (10844) and the present Custodial Services Management Team of Jim Rush, Vicky Blackberg, Ron Maes, Mary Wagner, Charles Hollis, and Lavone Cobb (all 10848) have been working hard to keep custodial services costs down — even to cut them.

And they believe they’ve got the cold, hard facts to prove that’s occurring in their world, which encompasses about 3 million cleanable square feet and 480 buildings at Sandia’s Albuquerque site.

But first the challenge, as described by Jim Kadlec, who until recently managed the Labs’ custodial program. (Jim Rush is now in that position.)

Custodial becomes a better buy

“Back in 1999,” Kadlec begins, “we had a process that was inconsistent and out of control. No two custodial closets were the same. In those various closets we could find about 125 different types of chemicals. Cleaning methods varied widely. Customers were extremely dissatisfied. We needed major changes.”

Customer-friendly web sites that do business

“As a user of the old top-level Facilities internal web site,” says Linda Chavez (10853), “I had a real hard time finding things and getting things done.”

Perhaps I could find something once, but then I couldn’t find it again. And if I couldn’t figure things out, surely customers outside of our organization would have been having difficulty,” Linda adds.

Experiences like this led Facilities to overhaul its home page on the internal web. Designing a customer-friendly web site took time and thought. “We wanted managers what they thought customers needed,” Linda explains. “We queried customers and analyzed unsolicited customer input [much of it could have been classified as complaints]. This revealed that the Facilities web page had lots of information but didn’t provide what the customer needed to get work done.”

The new design — http://www-ir.sandia.gov/facilities/— lets customers navigate the site with a few mouse clicks. Buttons provide easy access to one web page that lists all services offered by Facilities and another that allows them to check the status of work in progress.

“But even with the improvements we know we can make it better,” Linda stresses. “For instance, we want customers to be able to request any work via a single-line-form. Right now customers have to choose from several forms, depending on the job needed.”

“We really want to use the web to help our customers do their work, not just to provide data,” Linda concludes.
Now Sandia uses Operating System 1—a complete custodial management scheme, which requires annual audits and whose performance can be benchmarked against entities such as the International Sanitary Supply Association and the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) International. (Other large operations that also subscribe to this business approach include the universities of New Mexico, Texas, and Massachusetts, Boeing Company, and the Delta Center in Salt Lake City, where pro basketball's Utah Jazz plays its home games.)

One key to improvements is the custodial team approach (see Lab News, Dec. 15, 2000), which is used in about 80 percent of the Albuquerque site's facilities. But the proof is in the stats, believes Kadlec, who joined Sandia in 1977 as a custodian, but who in years most recent has worn a manager badge.

"From 1995 to the present we have reduced the number of custodians from 94 to 77, give or take a few each day. Our yearly budget has dropped from $5.9 million to $3.7 million, yet we've been able to reduce our cleaning costs per 'cleanable square foot' from $2.19 to $1.23, which is lower than the US Southwest Regional average for 30- to 39-year-old buildings [which meets the definition of a "typical" Sandia building]."

"And we are continuing to examine customer feedback on quality of service to make sure we achieve the right balance between cost and quality," Jim Rush adds.

Over the past several years Mike Hurst (1673) has had enough time getting to know the Facilities organization that he says, "I could write a novel."

He likely would call it "Unlike Humpty Dumpty, Z-Beamlet Came Back Together Again." Its story line: the great news that Sandia would get a gigantic laser from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; the challenges of taking apart the machine, crating it up and shipping it 1,035 miles, and storing it until a building to house it could be readied; uncrating it, matching up its parts and putting it back together again; and finally getting it to work.

The Lab News has chronicled the technical prowess of the Z-Beamlet and parts of this get-it-from-LLNL-to-SNL story over the past months. (See articles in these issues: Aug. 28, 1998; Aug. 24, 2001; March 22, 2002; and June 14, 2002.) But Mike says Area 4 wouldn't have this pioneering piece of equipment if it hadn't been for the key roles played by Facilities folks in Albuquerque and Sandia/California.

Eight months, 25 truckloads
"The disassembled laser came to us over the course of about eight months during 1999 and 2000 in 600 crated boxes that required 25 semi-truck shipments. Facilities people — like Steve Fritz (10824) and Israel Martinez in Albuquerque and Bob Clevenger (8513) at Sandia in California — were there for all of that," Mike recalls.

Plans for how to install and use the laser morphed regularly. Originally the Area 4 and Facilities team thought it'd go into a corner of Bldg. 983 that houses the Z machine.

"But as things evolved," Mike adds, "and we learned more about just how much we were getting from LLNL, we realized we'd need things like a Class 100,000 cleanroom space throughout, some moving Class 100 space, laminar airflow throughout the building, and a plus or minus 1 degree F temperature tolerance from floor to 25-foot ceiling."

"By this time we'd also realized we'd have to put the laser in Bldg. 986, which is south of 983. As originally designed, with a warehouse in mind, that building had swamp coolers and radiant heaters — things not really amenable to the environmental conditions now required.

"With all of these changes, Facilities needed a rapid-response and flexible approach to accommodate evolving technical needs. In the past that was sort of out-of-the-comfort-zone thinking for Facilities and there was some initial reluctance, but I saw an almost overnight change in approach and if that had not occurred I'm not sure we'd have Z-Beamlet today," Mike says.
CAMU begins on-site treatment of soil from Labs’ Cold War-era Chemical Waste Landfill

By Bill Murphy

When the front-end loader last week thudded its first load — the very first load — of soil from the Chemical Waste Landfill into the hopper of the low temperature thermal desorption (LTTD) soil treatment unit, members of Sandia’s Corrective Action Management Unit (CAMU) team didn’t so much as exchange high-fives.

Instead, assistant CAMU task leader Bob Helgesen (6134) simply nodded across the way to the action at the treatment unit and said, almost casually, “That’s a historic moment there. It took a lot of years to turn that [LTTD unit] on.”

The LTTD unit, brought on site and operated for the CAMU by URS Group Inc., heats contami-
nated soil to from 400 to 700 degrees F to cook off volatile organic compounds. The final emis-
sion coming out of the unit’s exhaust stack con-
tains water vapor, CO₂, and CO. The LTTD can handle some 10 tons of contaminated soil per hour. At that rate, says CAMU site manager Mike Irwin (6134), it’ll likely be operating on site 20 hours a day for the next three to six months treating soil from the Chemical Waste Landfill.

Tucked away in Tech Area 3

Sandia’s Chemical Waste Landfill, tucked away on a bit less than 2 acres in the far southeast corner of Tech Area 3, was the repository of chem-}

ical Waste Landfill and its less-than-enlight-

ened (by 2002 standards) approach to chemical waste management. Among organic compounds in the soil are:

• Acetone, another solvent for resins, and a degrasser.
• Polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs, were banned by the Environmental Protection Agency for most applications in 1979. They were used as plasticizers and as an insulating medium and coolant for large electrical equipment.
• Aniline, a chemical used in making resins, dyes, and varnishes.
• Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, a plasticizer for resins.
• Polyvinyl chloride, a common plastic that was banned by the Environmental Protection Agency.
• Polychlorinated dibenzofurans and dibenzodioxins.
• Dyes, and varnishes.
• DEG, a degreaser.
• 1,1,1-trichloroethane, a solvent used for degreasing electronic equipment.
• Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, a plasticizer for resins.
• Acetone, another solvent for resins, and a degasser.
• Polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs, were banned by the Environmental Protection Agency for most applications in 1979. They were used as plasticizers and as an insulating medium and coolant for large electrical equipment.

In stabilization treatment, metal-contaminated soil is mixed with cement and water to bind the soil and metals in a solid which has structural strength. The special machine, the size of a couple of Peterbuilts with their reefer on, captures the resulting particulates and scrubs and neutralizes (through a catalytic process) the acidic gasses produced. The final emis-
sion coming out of the unit’s exhaust stack con-
tains water vapor, CO₂, and CO. The LTTD can handle some 10 tons of contaminated soil per hour. At that rate, says CAMU site manager Mike Irwin (6134), it’ll likely be operating on site 20 hours a day for the next three to six months treating soil from the Chemical Waste Landfill.

The key to on-site treatment of chemical waste-contaminated soils from the Chemical Waste Landfill is the Low Temperature Thermal Desorption unit operated for Sandia’s CAMU by URS Group Inc. After several years of preparation, the CAMU site at Tech Area 3 was activated last week.

The CAMU operates under four permits from the New Mexico Emissions Board, and a permit from the US EPA (for handling of PCBs).

Although the CAMU’s permit does not permit rad-wastes at the site, the EPA granted one small exception: trace amounts of tritium, below the level allowed by EPA in the US drinking water standard, are allowed in the site.

How the Sandia CAMU in Tech Area 3 treats chem-waste soil

Soil excavated from Sandia’s Chemical Waste Landfill is stored at the adjacent CAMU site in the so-called bulk waste staging area. Soil is stored in one of several bays depending on the treatment it needs:

• Soils requiring no treatment.
• Soils requiring stabilization because the concentration of metal conta-
mittants exceeds treatment criteria.
• Soils requiring low-temperature thermal desorption treatment (i.e., 300-750° heat treatment) because organic contaminants exceed treatment criteria.
• Soils requiring stabilization and LTTD treatment.

Soils containing PCBs (some 4,000 yards) are stored in Sprung™ Quon-
set hut-like buildings, there to await soil stabilization treatment and place-
mence in the CAMU disposal cell.

From the bulk staging area, soil is moved to the treatment phase. That is where it undergoes LTTD treatment (organic contaminants), soil stabilization (metallic contaminants), or both (organic and metallic contaminants).

In stabilization treatment, metal-contaminated soil is mixed with cement and water to bind the soil and metals in a solid which has structural strength and low potential for leaching.

After treatment, the soil is resampled to make sure it meets regulatory requirements. If not, it is re-treated; otherwise, it is moved to the contain-

mence cell, where it will stay under an engineered soil cover and be moni-
tored for at least 30 years. The cell has been designed so that soil moisture and soil gas levels beneath the containment cell can be monitored for potential contamination on a regular basis.

The CAMU operates under permits from the New Mexico Environment-
ment Department, a permit from Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Air Qual-
ity Emissions Board, and a permit from the US EPA (for handling of PCBs).
Advances in supercomputing—from 300 billion operations per second in 1996 to a goal of 100 trillion operations per second in 2004—are needed to fully model the behavior of the nuclear arsenal in all environments.

Sandia has made two crucial breakthroughs in large-scale parallel computing:

- making thousands of processors work together
- proving that extremely large problems can be solved efficiently.

These advances are revolutionizing the computer industry and improving the way America develops everything from automobile tires to the human genome sequence.
Grassroots energy conservation could add up to meaningful savings, say Labs' power-save gurus

More ways you can join the movement to trim Labs' power use

By John German

The Bldg. 810 Energy Nag isn’t the only one counting kilowatts.

Labs energy management program manager Ralph Wrons (10823) and his colleagues always have an eye on Sandia’s power bill, which approaches $1 million a month, often more during the summer.

And although the lights are on in conference rooms and restrooms all day, offices typically draw as much power when their occupants are out as when they are in. Copiers suck electricity for hours at a time without making a single copy.

Here are some daytime energy-saving tips that could help trim the Labs’ power consumption.

• Set power-management functions (enable sleep and/or auto shutdown modes) on computer monitors and other office equipment.

• Turn off the lights when you leave your office for 20 minutes or more, or when daylight meets the need.

• Leave conference-room and other common-area lighting off when the areas are not in use.

• In the lab, shut down fume hoods, fans, compressors, vacuum pumps, and other equipment when they are not needed.

• Purchase office equipment that is Energy Star-compliant.

• Consider power strips with occupancy sensors that automatically turn off monitors, printers, and other plug-in appliances when you leave the room. (One such power strip, called the Wattstopper, is available through JET.)

• Optimize heating and cooling in your office. Dress to compensate for minor increases or decreases in office temperature.

(For more ideas, see the Energy Management web site at www-irn.sandia.gov/facilities/engr_prg/its/its.htm.)

Conventional wisdoms discarded

But what about the wear and tear on computers and lights that occur when they are continually turned on and off, you ask? Don’t assume wisdom valid ten years ago is valid today, says Ralph. Modern computing components are built to withstand more than 15,000 hours of operation. The extra 15 percent reduces Sandia’s energy costs by about $2 million in FY00 dollars.

These energy savings have been achieved, says Ralph Wrons (10823), by incorporating energy-efficient features into new building designs, instituting advanced building cooling and heating (HVAC) control systems and optimizing them, replacing and consolidating chilled water plants, installing more efficient lighting systems, re-roofing old buildings, and reducing losses from high-voltage transmission and distribution systems.

The upgrades have lowered organizations’ energy costs and out-year maintenance costs.

"We’ve done a lot already at the facilities engineering and operations level, and we’ll continue," says Ralph. "But we need to do more at the individual level to reduce energy waste in our buildings."
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Saving energy: What’s in it for you? Healthier budgets

If the Energy Nag's recent pleas to cut back on energy waste (in the last two issues of the Lab News) is hitting home, the facilitarians say there are many reasons to make energy conservation a top priority. For example, energy savings can be channeled into long-term funding of research programs, or put into education and training efforts.

Although the site's high-tech nature results in a high energy load, the site's older buildings, which may not be designed to meet current energy standards, also contribute to the yearly energy bill. These old buildings have higher energy loads than new ones, a fact that longer-term energy savings can help compensate for.

In 1985 DOE issued an agency-wide mandate that its sites reduce their per-square-foot energy consumption by 20 percent by the end of FY2000. By then Sandia had reduced its use by 35 percent. The extra 15 percent reduces Sandia's energy costs by about $2 million in FY00 dollars.

These energy savings have been achieved, says Ralph Wrons (10823), by incorporating energy-efficient features into new building designs, instituting advanced building cooling and heating (HVAC) control systems and optimizing them, replacing and consolidating chilled water plants, installing more efficient lighting systems, re-roofing old buildings, and reducing losses from high-voltage transmission and distribution systems.

The upgrades have lowered organizations’ energy costs and out-year maintenance costs.

"We’ve done a lot already at the facilities engineering and operations level, and we’ll continue," says Ralph. "But we need to do more at the individual level to reduce energy waste in our buildings."

If the Energy Nag's recent pleas to cut back on energy waste (in the last two issues of the Lab News) is hitting home, the facilitarians say there are many reasons to make energy conservation a top priority. For example, energy savings can be channeled into long-term funding of research programs, or put into education and training efforts.

Although the site's high-tech nature results in a high energy load, the site's older buildings, which may not be designed to meet current energy standards, also contribute to the yearly energy bill. These old buildings have higher energy loads than new ones, a fact that longer-term energy savings can help compensate for.

In 1985 DOE issued an agency-wide mandate that its sites reduce their per-square-foot energy consumption by 20 percent by the end of FY2000. By then Sandia had reduced its use by 35 percent. The extra 15 percent reduces Sandia's energy costs by about $2 million in FY00 dollars.

These energy savings have been achieved, says Ralph Wrons (10823), by incorporating energy-efficient features into new building designs, instituting advanced building cooling and heating (HVAC) control systems and optimizing them, replacing and consolidating chilled water plants, installing more efficient lighting systems, re-roofing old buildings, and reducing losses from high-voltage transmission and distribution systems.

The upgrades have lowered organizations’ energy costs and out-year maintenance costs.

"We’ve done a lot already at the facilities engineering and operations level, and we’ll continue," says Ralph. "But we need to do more at the individual level to reduce energy waste in our buildings."
New fuels now available, earn praise for Sandia

By Will Keener

Sandia earned praise for its leadership as it took another step toward a cleaner environment with the addition of two new alternative fuels for its Albuquerque vehicle fleet. Officials from the state, DOE, the General Services Administration (GSA), Land of Enchantment Clean Cities Coalition, and the City of Albuquerque joined Fleet Services employees and other guests Aug. 27 for a ceremony to mark the availability of E-85 and bio-diesel fuels. The Albuquerque fuel station (just east of the Thunderbird Café) now offers three alternative fuels, including compressed natural gas, says Ed Williams, Fleet Services Dept. 10849, manager.

“The addition of the new fuels moves us very close to goals we have set for 2005 to satisfy Energy Policy Act requirements,” he says. Bio-diesel is a product made using soy or other vegetable oils, blended with diesel. The fuel noticeably cuts the characteristic black smoke of diesel engines. He says E-85 is a blend of 85 percent ethanol, made from corn, and 15 percent gasoline. Vehicles using the E-85 alternative are “flex-fueled,” meaning they can run on gasoline or E-85, depending on availability. Sandia has one of two E-85 stations in the city. However, DOE and GSA are working through a program called “Land of Enchantment Clean Cities” to bring five new E-85 stations and an additional bio-diesel station to the northern part of the state.

About 145 Sandia vehicles are equipped to use the E-85 fuel. Several hundred purchases of vehicles at the Labs will use bio-diesel. These include forklifts and heavy construction equipment as well as vehicles, such as buses. Sandia is also using an increasing number of so-called Neighborhood Electric Vehicles (NEVs), powered by batteries but with capabilities beyond those of the ubiquitous EZ-Go carts. (For example, NEVs can be driven on public streets to a speed of 35 miles per hour.)

“My approach is that we can’t wait for the perfect solution to energy independence and security. You’ve got to get out and use the approaches that are available and see what works. Sandia has taken a leadership role and we should. It’s the fortitude of what we do as a laboratory,” Ed says. “These fuels force us to establish an example and convince other people to use them.”

Peg Roca, manager of fleet services for DOE’s Albuquerque Operations Office, praised Sandia’s program, saying it is leading the way. “Sandia is setting an example and establishing a pace for others to follow.”

Chris Wentz, representing the New Mexico Minerals and Energy Department, told the dedication audience that alternative fuels offer state residents benefits beyond a cleaner environment. Use of these fuels can mean jobs and revenues for the state, while reducing use of expensive foreign oil, he says. New Mexico’s own legislature has noted this and are working to create tax credits, new standards for fuel, and other efforts to encourage the use of these fuels.

GSA administrator Bill Hefner of Fort Worth, Texas, said he sees his job as providing the tools needed by federal agencies to meet administrative mandates to clean up the environment through a number of measures. “I take pride in what you are doing in New Mexico,” he told the audience.

Nocturnal power pilferers: CPUs, monitors, printers, etc.

Here are typical power draws of current-generation common office equipment (actual measurements):

- CPU, 50-60 watts
- 19-in. CRT monitor (17-in. viewable), 105-115 watts
- 19-in. CRT monitor, with screen saver running, 95-105 watts
- 19-in. CRT monitor, in sleep mode, 20-25 watts

(Continued from preceding page)

on-off cycles, which translates to about 4 cycles every 10 days. That far exceeds the time we keep our computers, says Ralph. So unless your CSU recommends leaving your CPU on, turn it off at the end of the day. And certainly turn off monitors, printers, and associated CPU on, turn it off at the end of the day. And certainly turn off monitors, printers, and associated equipment when you step out.

Also, lamp manufacturers’ data show you can turn off fluorescent lights as many as six times a day before lamp-replacement costs override energy savings, and turning lights off has no affect on the ballast, says Ralph.

Contests coming

The Energy Management Program, in cooperation with the Pollution Prevention Program, is planning to launch a contest in October — DOE’s National Energy Awareness Month — to encourage building occupants to save significant amounts of energy in their buildings. Look for details in the Lab News and in the Sandia Daily News.

Regular updates crediting the buildings achieving the greatest percent reductions in electricity use also will be published in the Lab News periodically beginning in January.

In addition, a snack and information session is being planned for volunteer Energy Nags at the New Mexico site. Look for an announcement next week in the Sandia Daily News.

Copycat Nags already have identified themselves in Bldgs. 692, 985, 807, and 811, Ralph adds. He stands as the ready to help new Nags at any time (from any Sandia site) with building energy use data, energy saving tips, and other support. If you’ve begun nagging your neighbors or want to, Ralph says you can call him at 844-0601 or e-mail him at rjwrons@sandia.gov to let him know you’re there.

Feedback

Can’t we do something — anything! — about visitor parking in front of Bldg. 800? Yes.

Q: I have a concern regarding the lack of visitor parking spaces in the parking lot immediately west of Bldg. 800. This is due to the loss of visitor parking spaces on 5th Street as it was barricaded for security reasons. As a result there aren’t enough “visitor” spaces in the adjacent lots to serve customer needs.

Yesterday I hosted visitors from the Boeing Company. They had to report to Bldg. 800 to pick up badges. They ended up parking in the lot just east of Kirtland’s Fire Dept, because of the lack of visitor parking spaces in the parking lot immediately west of Bldg. 800 or any adjacent Sandia parking lots. Sandia looks like an amateur operation that can’t provide visitor parking for visitors from outside companies. Could we eliminate more of the “regular” parking spaces west of Bldg. 800 to accommodate more “visitor” and “employee on official business” spots? I realize this will upset some Sandians who want close parking, but shouldn’t we look more professional to our outside customers and clients? As a Sandia employee, I accept that I may need to walk a quarter mile or so from my building to my car, but our visitors shouldn’t have to do that, especially at the Badge Office, their introduction to Sandia.

A: I understand the importance of our customers and the need to make it easy for them to do business with Sandia. The parking situation at Sandia is today difficult at best. We must balance the needs of our customers, employees, handicap, medical, supplier, and other visitor parking needs. All of the previously designated visitor parking slots in front of Bldg. 800 were eliminated due to security considerations and proximity of vehicles to the building. We have reviewed the parking needs in that vicinity and will establish four visitor parking slots. They will have a one-hour limit and be designated for badge office visits only. Thank you for reminding us that things as simple as a place to park are an important part of how Sandia represents itself to customers and other visitors.

— Ed Williams (7849)
WINNING BODY — Vern Koonce, a technologist in Systems Analysis and Development Dept. 5845, is a natural bodybuilder and part-time personal trainer. At the National Physique Committee (NPC) New Mexico/Mid-USA Bodybuilding Championship June 8 he placed 1st in the Bantam weight class for New Mexico State, 1st in Bantam weight for Mid-USA, and 3rd in Master’s Division 45+ (ages 45 and up). In a subsequent American Natural Bodybuilding Conference competition on June 22 he had a 2nd-place Grand Master’s division finish. The Mid-USA 1st-place finish qualified him for nationals July 26-27 in Las Vegas. The NPC is the amateur organization under the professional International Federation of Bodybuilding (IFBB). As for his Sandia responsibilities, Vern tells the Lab News he is working on a project called SAFE (Secure Automated Fast Entry) for the Air Force Battlelab, where he performs modeling and simulation analyses on traffic flow onto bases.

Q: After seeing the optician for safety glasses, I decided to call the JIT Sandia contracting representative (SCR). The frames seemed too large and very out of style. The SCR said that the originator of the contract could not be identified and there were numerous problems with adding new frames to the contract or removing the ones from the 90’s. Who is looking out for the employee in a matter such as this? Can a remedy be found for this problem?

A: Sandia’s safety glasses are procured through a JIT contract that is piggybacked off an existing Lockheed Martin contract. Hence, any changes to our list of frames must fall within the pricing structure that was negotiated by LMC. Sandia Purchasing is negotiating with its supplier, Aearo Safety, to add additional frames to the contract. Hopefully, we will have some additional frames to offer within the next few weeks. Thank you for bringing this issue to our attention, and for your patience in the length of time it has taken to respond to your concern. We wanted to have a remedy identified and underway before responding.

— Al Bendure (3122)

Q: Why aren’t Sandia Directory employee photos visible by default? These photos are underutilized resource that could help employees recognize people in key positions such as ES&H Coordinators, Computer Security Representatives, Building Owners, etc. At a very minimum, all managers, project leads, and secretaries should be visible.

A: As you noted, not all Sandians have their picture posted in the Sandia Directory. The reason for this is that each employee can make a personal decision as to whether or not to display his or her photo. The current default is not to display the photo to protect employee privacy. Since the IIS organization (9500) owns the Directory database, you can pursue this matter further with them if you wish.

— Al West (3100)
Sandia retiree Ed Sisneros rides into sunset . . . and the dawn, the State Fair, the . . . well, you name it

Sandia's Stetson-hatted, jingle-bob-spurred cowboy retiree still sits tall in the saddle

By Iris Aboytes

From a little pueblito (village) of about 50 people, to the big city, retiree Ed Sisneros sits tall in the saddle as he rides his horse Frijolito in the grand entry of the New Mexico State Fair. Wearing his black Stetson, he has a big smile on his face that reveals his love for what he is doing.

Ed retired from Sandia in June 2001 after 36 years and 9 months. Retirement is a meaningless word with Ed. He is still a contractor at Sandia; his band, The Desperados, has a contract with the City of Albuquerque to play for senior citizens' dances; he helps out at the cattle auction; takes his horses for show-and-tell at his grandson's school; and still makes time to participate in the New Mexico State Fair.

Where does he find the energy and time? Ed says he got his work ethic from his dad. “My dad was a very strict parent. He kept us busy doing assigned chores and more. Whenever he had to go to town, we did not get a day off. He had us go and help the neighbors with their work. He was afraid we might get bored.”

“I still remember one thing that he would say to us. ‘A man is only as good as his word. If he tells you he is going to be there, you should count on it or he better have a good explanation why he was not!’” Revealing his pride in his dad, Ed says, “My dad was winning head-and-heel roping jackpots at 75.”

Growing up without electricity, there were obviously no material riches to appreciate. He contributed to his family of five sisters and two brothers since age 12. He and his older brother went with their uncle to hoe cotton in Texas. He had been taking all the home study courses he could in electronics. His big break came only after he had the opportunity to work with talented Sandians.

In 1964 Ed earned his big break as he was accepted into the Sandia apprenticeship program. He had been taking all the home study courses he could in electronics. His big break came only after he worked as a janitor, dishwasher, and dietician at the Bernalillo County Medical Center and assistant manager at Piggy Wiggly.

While at Sandia, Ed worked in Electronic Fabrication, Instrument Repair, and then Motion Picture and Video Services Dept. 12610. He says his favorite job was with Video Services, where he got to travel and had the opportunity to work with talented Sandians.

Working during the week was not enough for Ed. On weekends, he worked at a local business fixing television sets. He wanted his three children and his wife, Edwina, to have everything they needed.

Al Lujan, one of his coworkers, says, “I consider myself really lucky to have worked with a person like Ed. Not only was he a mentor, but also the most giving person I have ever known. He was most generous in his sharing.”

According to Richard Sanderville, his coworker of 19 years, Ed was well known and very respected in the industry. At the National Association of Broadcasters, the biggest tradeshow in the world, Sony, JVC, and others all recognized him as the cowboy with the black Stetson. In the middle of the Stetson full of pins was an “I love my dad” pin, a gift from his daughter.

Ed’s music has always been close to his soul. His five-piece group plays rancheras (Spanish country), country, and of course the oldies. His face lights up as he says his accordion player sounds just like Flaco Jimenez (a well-known rancheras accordion player). He says, “The Desperados can really jam! Come, listen, and dance para que se alegra el corazón [to make your heart come alive]. Besides, if you are a male, there are plenty of female partners at senior citizen dances wanting to make your acquaintance. Ha! Ha!” The Desperados also play for weddings, graduations, and other social gatherings.

He shares a little advice with today’s youth: “Young people today should know that money doesn’t grow on trees. They should apply themselves by contributing with the chores at home, stay in school. Don’t waste time taking the easy subjects, take all the math and science classes and prepare for college. Education is the key to success.”

Is there anything he would like to do to enhance his present life? “Maybe I could learn to play other musical instruments, like the violin or steel guitar,” he says.

What does he do for relaxation? He says he relaxes with his music and often takes his horse Frijolito to show off his new shoes in Old Town and pose for the tourists.

Asked when he will really retire, he first says, “When it is not fun anymore.” Then almost immediately points up and says, “Haya esta el quien sabe” (only He knows).

When you attend the State Fair parade or rodeo, wave as Ed rides Frijolito, Reno, or Linda, all his horses; and by all means please notice his special-ordered jingle-bob spurs.